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"Baam!"

Both the guard and Seth were sent flying and the guard instantly spewed blood from his mouth but did not suffer any extreme

injuries as he managed to dodge most of the attack; Seth, on the other hand, was unharmed as well because the guard shielded

him from Leon.

"Damn it!" The two lay sprawled across the ground for a moment, before fumbling to get up with dark expressions on their faces.

Realization dawned on the guard that he fell into Leon's trap, but it was too late and he was lucky to have rescued Seth.

"Consider yourselves lucky!" Leon scoffed.

Worried about Iris, Leon did not go after them and hurried over to Iris instead. "Iris, are you okay?"

Iris seemed unscathed, but he was still worried and insisted on checking with her.

"I'm okay," She nodded.

"Good!" Seeing how she was unharmed, Leon sighed a breath of relief.

"Leon, we're in their territory, just let's leave as soon as possible!" Iris said.

"There's no hurry! Seth dared to kidnap you and I have to avenge you by destroying him!" Leon said maliciously and was about

to stride toward Seth when Iris grabbed him by the arm.

"Don't, Leon! There are countless martial artists here and I'm sure a lot of them are in the Emperor State! Even everyone is

alerted, we need to leave! Besides, Snow has been captured and she's in danger as well! We need to go and save her before it's

too late!" Iris said.

Since she was no longer in danger, she swiftly regained her composure and pointed out what they should prioritize.

"That's right. Where is Snow? Who kidnapped her?" Leon jolted as he recalled that Snow was missing as well.

"She was captured by a man called Gordon!" Iris said.

"Gordon? Him?!” Leon was livid.

He thought that Snow was captured by Joel and asked for Yuri's help to look for Snow in the Hiltons' Mansion, so Leon was not

overly worried about Snow.

To his bewilderment, it was not Joel, but Gordon who captured Snow.

Leon had his doubt about Gordon's involvement concerning the previous incident in Elegante Group, but let Gordon go out of

respect for Darius; not only did Gordon not appreciate it, but he also plotted to capture Snow, so Leon was practically seething

with anger.
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